Abstract-The common practice in the industry to have several connections to the Internet through different service providers is called multihoming. Multihoming increases the capabilities and the efficiency of the Internet connectivity, allowing end-site to benefit from redundancy, traffic engineering and load spreading. Primarily limited to the largest companies, multihoming is attracting more and more enterprises as well as private customers. The fast growth of multihoming demands is facing unresolved technical issues, especially in home networks, which are not specifically administrated. One of them is the ingress filtering policy, implemented by Internet Service Providers to prevent spoofed-address attacks. This security policy discards packets whose source address is not known by the service provider. This article presents an enhanced routing scheme in multihomed IPv6 terminal sites, which allows to deal with the ingress filtering policy in ISP edge routers. In that purpose, we describe a new mechanism for selecting the default route based on the source address of a packet. This proposal solves the ingress filtering issue without implying any changes in Internet Service Providers' policy or terminal nodes. Additionally, we show that the proposed mechanism is easily deployable and needs only a few changes in terminal site routers.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many companies connect to the Internet through several Internet Service Providers (ISPs). This practice, called multihoming, allows traffic engineering, load sharing and redundancy. This last feature overcomes the failure of an ISP link by the use of another ISP link. In IPv6, a multihomed site can have several global prefixes, one for each ISP, which means several global addresses for each machine of the site. When a terminal host T 1 sends a packet to a terminal host T 2 in another site, it has to choose one source address among the pool of addresses it has. A security policy, called ingress filtering ( [1] , [2] ) discards an outgoing packet at the ISP border if it does not have a source address which has been delegated by that ISP. So, if the terminal host T 1 chooses a source address from ISP A to send a packet and if that packet is going out the site through ISP B , that valid packet is dropped for security reasons. In most of company networks, specific routers are configured to balance the traffic to one ISP or another regarding to the source address of a packet. But these routers, needing human configuration and maintenance, can not be envisioned in home networks, which do not have a customized administration.
A number of proposals under study, dealing with multihoming, can solve the ingress filtering problem in a multihomed site with an encapsulation scheme. The outgoing packet is encapsulated at the site exit router and tunneled to the correct exit ISP [3] . In another proposal [4] , the packet can be forwarded directly through the core network in a tunnel to the destination site. However, these proposals, not only are difficult to deploy and maintain, but make the routing process more complex as well. In some cases, a new architecture and a new level of indirection are part of the solution ( [5] , [6] , [7] ). Other solutions propose to rewrite the IPv6 header, changing source and destination addresses at the exit router of the source's site and reversing that change at the destination's site edge router ( [8] , [9] ). This paper proposes the Selection of the Default route based on the Source Address (SDSA) as a new solution to solve the ingress filtering issue in IPv6 home networks with several ISPs. SDSA modifies the classical routing scheme and makes it dependent on the source address when the forwarding mechanism has selected the default route. The SDSA mechanism requires few changes in site routers behaviour as well as in internal routing protocol to provide immediate benefits.
This article is structured as follows. Section II presents related work. Section III describes the theory of the SDSA mechanism, whereas deployment scenarios are in Section IV. Finally, Section V gives an analysis of our proposal before concluding this paper in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
The ingress filtering policy is applied on ISP edge routers. This policy checks that a packet exiting a site is not lying about its identity by spoofing another machine's address. Consequently, the source address of the packet is checked to verify that it belongs to the ISP prefix pool. If not, the packet is dropped.
A. Provider Independent Addressing
Multihoming in IPv6 can be made in the same way as in IPv4. Namely, a unique prefix can be delegated to the site, directly by a Regional Internet Registry (RIR). This prefix is independent from ISPs prefix pools. Thus, only one prefix is used to construct global addresses for all the machines in the site. Currently, Provider Independent (PI) prefix is used in IPv4 because it is not possible to have several addresses for an interface. But important drawbacks of this practice in IPv4 can also be found in IPv6. The use of a unique PI prefix delegated by a RIR forces a multihomed site to have an agreement with all of its ISPs, so that the PI prefix is accepted by all ISPs (no ingress filtering on this PI prefix). Moreover, the PI prefix is not included in any of ISP prefix pools, resulting in a global advertisment of the specific prefix in the core network with BGP (Border Gateway Protocol). These BGP announces participate to the increase of the core routing tables [10] , which are already overloaded.
B. Tunneling to all ISPs
In an IPv6 multihoming environment with different delegated prefixes, a way to avoid ingress filtering is described in [3] . It involves the creation of tunnels between site edge routers and ISP edge routers. Each site edge router is connected to every ISPs of the site, through a direct link (for one specific ISP) or through tunnels (for other ISPs). Then, each site edge router checks the source address of an outgoing packet and forwards it to the ISP which has delegated the prefix of the source address. So, each outgoing packet is routed to the Internet through the correct ISP (no ingress filtering). However, as each site edge router must create a tunnel to each ISP, this solution is complex to administrate, which makes it hardly appliable in home networks. In addition, this proposal needs a strong collaboration between the site and its ISPs to configure all the tunnels.
C. Locator / Identifier Split
A number of proposals support the decoupling of the locator and the identifier part of an IP address (known as Loc/ID split). The locator part is used to route the packet in the core network and the identifier is used for routing in the site network. However, a mapping between an identifier of a machine and one or several of its locators is required. With this technique, edge routers have the specific role to exchange the identifier and the locator of each machine. In the site network, the identifier is used to route a packet from the source machine to the site edge router. Then, the site edge router uses the locator to forward the packet through the core network. The edge router chooses an IPv6 address depending on the ISP for the source address of the packet and forwards it to the core network. Thus, no packet is dropped due to ingress filtering. Two kinds of Loc/ID split are under active research: mapping and encapsulation and address rewriting.
Mapping and encapsulation proposals append to IP packet a tunnel header with locator addresses to route the packet on the core network. LISP [4] is an encapsulation proposal and associated mapping proposals are described in [5] , [6] or [7] . The encapsulation solution increases the overhead of each packet and can lead to fragmentation and path MTU issues. Moreover, the creation of a new architecture (mapping system) to map an identifier with its locators is a constraint. The mapping system to create and deploy entirely on the Internet makes the task harder.
The approach of address rewriting directly modifies addresses in the existing IP header, rewriting identifiers in locators and the contrary, like in [8] and [9] . With address rewriting, no new header is added to the original packet but a mapping system is still needed to know locators/identifiers correspondance. Consequently, this approch has the same drawback as the mapping and encapsulation approch.
D. Source Address Dependent Routing
An interesting approach to solve the described ingress filtering issue is proposed in the Source Address Dependent (SAD) routing mechanism [11] . SAD routing proposes to have several routing tables on each router, each table being dependent on one of the prefixes delegated by the ISPs.
In a SAD site, a edge router, directly connected to one ISP, propagates its own routing information associated with the ISP delegated prefix. A SAD router processes this routing information and populates the routing table associated with the ISP delegated prefix. All edge routers send their own routing information and all SAD routers populate different routing tables. To process a packet, a SAD router firstly checks its source address. Then, the router chooses the routing table associated with that source address. Finally, the destination address of the packet is compared to entries of the selected routing table and the packet is forwarded to the next hop. With this proposal, packets are routed to their destination through the correct ISP. However, several routing tables on each router highly increases the memory space needed for routing information. The construction and maintenance of such tables is time-consuming and all routes to site destinations are duplicate on each table. Due to their independence on the source address, this redundancy of local information is unnecessary. Moreover, we think that specific routes advertised by the ISP do not need to be associated with a source address. This particular point is discussed in Section V-C.
III. SELECTION OF THE DEFAULT ROUTE BASED ON THE SOURCE ADDRESS
In this section, we propose the Selection of the Default route based on the Source Address (SDSA) to solve the ingress filtering issue in multihomed networks. We introduce the general idea of SDSA and precise the new routing table architecture. We describe the processing of a packet by an SDSA router and detail changes in routers and protocols to work with SDSA.
SDSA is a forwarding mechanism which leads to some changes in routing table architecture and in route diffusion. In the IPv6 multihoming environment, terminal endpoints have several global addresses. Inside the site, we propose to take the source address into account in the forwarding decision for outgoing packets. Each SDSA router has multiple default routes in addition to its classical routing table. Each default route is associated with a global prefix delegated by one of the site ISPs. So, there are, at least, as many default routes as there are ISPs. 
A. Packet Processing
The packet processing by an SDSA router is slightly different from the processing of a classical router to take into account the source address. For all the traffic to a known destination, routers perform destination based routing. SDSA occurs only when a terminal T 1 from a site A sends a message to terminal T 2 in a site B. The packet is forwarded until it reaches an SDSA router (see Section IV for deployment scenario). The SDSA router processes the packet following the algorithm in Figure 1 . It checks the destination address and compares to all known routes (except the default route). If the destination address matches an entry, the packet is sent to the next hop and the algorithm ends. If not, the source address is checked and compared to the list of delegated prefixes. If a match is found in this list, the packet is sent to the associated next hop. If there is no match, the packet is dropped, considered as a trial of address spoofing. With this process, a packet whom destination is unknown, is routed to the ISP edge router which has delegated the source address prefix.
B. Evolution Implied by SDSA
To select the default route based on the source address, first, we need to change the routing table structure of SDSA routers to accept several default routes. Second, to populate this new routing table, the diffusion of routes has to support some modifications. 2) Default Source Routes Diffusion: Each edge router announces the same information as legacy routing systems and the DSR associated with the prefix delegated by its directly connected ISP. SDSA site routers receive these announces (from different edge routers) and construct their routing destination and prefix tables. Figure 2 shows a comparison between an SDSA routing scheme and a classical one. In this example, we show routing tables of R 3 only, with and without SDSA, but all routers can use the SDSA mechanism. We notice that R 3 has several DSRs, each one corresponding to a default route to a specific ISP. ISP A (respectively ISP B ) delegates prefix α (respectively β) to R A (respectively R B ). Routers R A and R B advertise their routing information (knwon routes and DSRs) to the site. SDSA routers use this routing information to populate their destination table and their prefix table. A packet to a destination address λ:1 from a source address α:1 is dropped by ISP B in a classical routing scheme (blue dashed arrow in Figure 2 ), whereas the packet is forwarded to router R A and sent through ISP A until its destination, in the SDSA scheme (red arrow in Figure 2 ). IV. DEPLOYMENT OF SDSA As described in Section III-A, if the destination address does not match any entry in the destination table, the source address is compared to DSRs. The SDSA mechanism is only efficient if SDSA routers are aware of all prefixes delegated by site ISPs. Indeed, if an SDSA router does not know all prefixes, a source address check could have no match in the prefix table even if the prefix of the source address has been delegated by one of the site ISPs. So, each SDSA router has to receive a DSR from each ISP of the site; particularly, the edge routers.
1) Routing
As all routers involved in SDSA mechanism have to be aware of all prefixes delegated by ISPs, a necessary condition to use the SDSA mechanism is that there is a unique connected 
A. Partial SDSA Site
As SDSA requires router modifications in a site, it must be progressively deployable. In that purpose, SDSA does not need to be run on all site routers immediately and brings benefits even if few routers are using it.
In a partial deployment scheme, all routers are not using the SDSA mechanism, but it is possible to go to one edge router to another along a path of SDSA routers (see Figure 3) . A packet sent by a terminal host to an external destination is potentially processed by a router that does not use SDSA. Following the default route of each classical router, the packet is necessarily forwarded to an SDSA router. Then, the packet is routed by this SDSA router to the appropriate edge router (associated with the source address prefix). An evident drawback of this deployment method is that the path followed by the packet from source to edge router is not necessarly the shortest. The worst case occurs when the packet is routed by classical routers to an inappropriate edge router. Then, this edge router uses the SDSA mechanism to forward the packet on a path to the correct edge router. This increases the delay to deliver the packet to the destination. On the other hand, considering that, without SDSA, the packet would have been dropped by ingress filtering at ISP edge router, the deployment of SDSA in the site remains a positive evolution.
B. Total SDSA Site
In a total SDSA deployment scheme, all routers use SDSA, and are aware of ISP prefixes. A packet sent by a site machine to an external destination is directly processed by an SDSA router. Therefore, the packet is forwarded along a route to the edge router which has advertised the prefix of the packet source address. Thus, the path followed by the packet from the source to correct ISP edge router is the best possible as the SDSA process is made as close as possible to the source.
The total SDSA deployment scheme not only solves the ingress filtering issue, but also makes internal routing as efficient as with current routing protocols. 
A. Comparison with Classical Routing
All routers of a multihomed site have three kinds of routes in the routing table :
• Routes to destinations inside the site (internal destinations) • Routes to external destinations advertised by a specific ISP (ISP specific destinations) • Default route (corresponding to all external destinations) Table I presents the delivery status of a packet from an SDSA site to different destinations in function of packet source address. This table uses the notations of Figure 2 for ISPs and router names as well as delegated prefixes. Internal destinations are not presented because the routing procedure in this case does not lead to any ingress filtering issue (the traffic is inside the site and ingress filtering only occurs at ISP borders). Table I also precises which edge router has delivered the packet to the ISP network.
Thanks to the two first lines of Table I , we can notice that only some packets to ISP specific destinations are dropped. On the contrary, we note that, with SDSA, for all external destinations, there is no packet filtered by ingress filtering.
With SDSA, ingress filtering occurs on packets to ISP specific destinations if the source address is incorrect. But, [12] defines a specific Destination Unreachable ICMPv6 error code to inform that the source address failed ingress/egress policy (code 5). The terminal, who initially sent the packet, receives the ICMPv6 error message and sends the message again, using another source address. It retries until the selected source address corresponds to the prefix delegated by the ISP to go through. The packet is finally delivered, but, after several attempts. For classical routing, we obviously have the same result. So, we can conlude that for the case of ISP specific destinations, SDSA does not improve the routing; but does not worsen it.
The last line of the Table shows that all packets to external destinations are transmitted to the ISP network, i.e., they are not filtered by ingress policy. As routers do not know the destination address of the outgoing packet, routers forward the packet using DSRs. As a consequence, a packet to an external destination is ensured to be forwarded to the correct ISP. On the contrary, in a site which do not use SDSA, the delivery of that packet depends on the topology and the default route on each router. So, for a terminal host, if the default route guides packets to ISP A , then all packets with β source address are dropped, due to ingress filtering (the same occurs with α prefix and default route guiding to ISP B ). In home networks, considering that most of the traffic sent by a terminal is to a locally-unknown destination (e.g. requests to the Internet), we can conclude that the SDSA mechanism is more effective than classical routing in most of the cases.
Finally, we can deduce from Table I that, on an SDSA site, delivery results do not depend on the topology. As a function of packet source and destination addresses, we can know precisely if a packet will be dropped by ingress filtering or not, without any hypothesis on the network topology. On the contrary, in a site which do not use SDSA, the delivery of that packet depends on the topology and the default route on each router. It is not possible to foresee if a packet will be dropped without any information on the network topology. As a result, the SDSA mechanism makes more flexible the home network topology. As the topology can change, packets to external destinations will not hit ISPs ingress filtering policy.
B. SDSA Complexity
As described in Section III-B1, in the SDSA architecture, only two trees have to be constructed. The first for all known destinations (internal and ISP specific ones), the second for DSRs. For all calculations, following notations are used: 
The Space/Memory Complexity for an SDSA routing table is given with the following formula:
Taking into account the number of links in the home networks (that are addressed as many times as the number of ISPs), the number of ISP specific routes advertised and the IPv6 multicast addresses, we can make the assumption that, the number of ISPs a home network is connected to, is greatly lower than the number of known routes in the home network. Because of the previous assumption, it is obvious that the number of different prefix lengths in destination table is bigger than one in prefix table. But, as it is difficult to evaluate how big is this difference, we assume that numbers k and l are equivalent. So, we simplify previous equations as follows :
The SDSA mechanism has a BTC and an SMC equivalent to those of a classical routing mechanism.
C. SDSA compared to Source Address Dependent routing
Both the Source Address Dependent (SAD) routing, described in Section II-D and the SDSA proposal, presented in this paper focus on solving the ingress filtering issue. These approches are very close but some differences can be pointed out. As explained in Section II-D, SAD proposes to have a specific routing table associated with each delegated prefix. On the other hand, SDSA aims at only creating two routing tables: the destination table and the prefix table (see Section III).
1) ISP specific routes: when SAD processes a packet, the source address is checked first, to select the associated routing table, then the destination address is compared with elements of that table. That behaviour can create some problems with ISP specific destinations. When a terminal host sends a packet with an α source address to a specific destination advertised by ISP B (notations of Figure 2 ). That packet is forwarded along the ISP A default route until it reaches the border of ISP A network, because the routing table associated with α do not contain ISP B specific routes. So, the packet exits the home network through ISP A . At that stage, we can envision several problems :
• ISP A does not know how to reach that specific destination because it is a service delivered to ISP B customers only. The packet is discarded and a no route to host ICMPv6 error message is sent to the source.
• ISP A can forward the packet to the destination in ISP B network, but it costs more than if the site sends it directly to ISP B .
• ISP A can forward the packet to the destination in ISP B network, but the path used is longer than the direct path between the customer and ISP B , so there is a delay for each sent packet. In the first case, the terminal host can retry to send the packet, using another source address. In the two other cases, as the packet is transmitted, even with a certain cost or delay, there is no reason for the terminal host to try another source address.
On the contrary, in the SDSA mechanism, ISP specific routes are not bound to an ISP delegated prefix. So, regardless of the source address, packets to such a specific destination are routed to the ISP which has advertised it. Ingress filtering may or may not occur, regarding to the selected source address of the packet. In the case it occurs (destination is an ISP specific route and source address is not in the ISP prefix pool), the Destination Unreachable ICMPv6 error message, code 5, indicates to the source host that the source address is rejected. The source host can send the packet again, with another source address. After the necessary number of attempts, the connection can be established directly between the terminal host and the specific destination, through the ISP. So, SDSA has better performance regarding to the global delay or cost for a flow to an ISP specific destination.
2) Complexity differences: a SAD router builds as many routing tables as the number of ISPs, which means the same number of radix trees. In addition, another radix tree is constructed for the ISP delegated prefixes. Using notations of Section V-B, we calculate the Buildup Time Complexity and the Space/Memory Complexity of the SAD proposal :
We can make the same assumptions as previously : k ∼ l and m m i=1 (n 0 + n i ), and we obtain :
Comparing Equation (1) with Equation (3), we note that the BTC of SAD is greater than the one of SDSA. This difference increases with the number of ISPs (m), the number of internal routes (n 0 ) and with the number of different prefix length (k).
In the same way, Equations (2) and (4) show that the SMC of a routing table in a SAD site is increased by n 0 · (m − 1) in comparison with an SDSA routing table.
Thanks to the previous results, we can conclude that bigger the site is, better it is, in term of complexity, to use SDSA instead of SAD.
VI. SDSA IMPLEMENTATION
We have implemented the SDSA mechanism on a testbed. That development was conducted in two steps. The first step considered the necessary changes in a routing protocol implementation. Those changes allow basic operations on Default Source Routes, like adding, removing, and diffusing them to other routing entities. We chose the Quagga suite (version 0.98.6) as routing protocol implementation and implemented changes on RIPng module. The second step consisted of changes in Forwarding Information Base (FIB), to manage the new DSR element and use this information in the forwarding process. We implemented this part on Ubuntu 8.04, kernel version 2.6.24.6.
A. Routing Protocol modifications
As explained in Section III, we need the routing protocol to diffuse information about destinations and prefixes delegated by ISPs. We slightly modified the Routing Information Protocol to accept the newly defined Default Source Route. To ease the implementation, we did not create a separate table to be populated with these DSRs, but we inserted them in the current Routing Information Base (RIB).
In the Quagga RIPng implementation, the metric is coded on 8 bits. To make the difference between destination and source routes in that implementation, we set a high metric value to DSRs. We added the constant value of 224 to the metric of DSRs. Consequently, DSRs metrics are between 225 and 239. [14] specifies that the RIPng metric is an integer between 1 and 15 (inclusive). So, to authorize such values, we modified the restriction on metric values to accept values we specified (between 225 and 239).
We created instructions in Quagga RIPng implementation to add and delete Default Source Routes. These instructions are :
# route source <IPv6_addr> <IPv6_NH> <Iface> # no route source <IPv6_address>
The first instruction create a new entry in the RIB :
• <IPv6_addr> indicates the prefix to advertise, • <IPv6_NH> specifies the next hop to forward packets with the specified source address, • <Iface> indicates the interface to use to forward packets with the specified source address. These instructions are intended to be used only on network edge routers and the specified next hop has to be the address of the provider edge router. So, only one Default Source Route per delegated prefix can be created. If a new DSR is added for an existing prefix, but with other characteristics (next hop or interface), the new DSR is rejected and the command returns an error. It explains why the DSR deletion instruction does not need next hop or interface precision.
These code modifications allow each router running Quagga RIPng implementation to exchange ISP delegated prefixes.
Quagga uses the Zebra module to accumulate information from its different routing modules (RIPng, OSPF, BGP, . . . ). During this process, we distinguish DSRs from other routes, thanks to two criteria. First, the origin of the route, stored in the rib->type parameter, must be the RIPng module. Second, the metric parameter must have a value between 225 and 239. Then, the Zebra module communicates with the Linux kernel to update the Forwarding Information Base.
B. Kernel modifications
The first change in router behaviour is to accept and use in the FIB, the new kind of routes we defined in Section VI-A.
The flag rt6i_protocol is used in FIB to distinguish the origin of the routes (e.g. Zebra, DECnet, router advertisment, . . . ). The Zebra module communicates with the kernel to maintain known routes in the FIB, using rt_netlink.h library. The routes coming from Zebra -RIB are marked with the value RTPROT_ZEBRA.
We modified this behaviour to distinguish DSRs from others in the kernel FIB. In that purpose, all DSRs are marked with a new value : RTPROT_SOURCE (temporarily allocated to 31). Like in the Quagga implementation, we choose to insert Default Source Routes directly in the tree created for the FIB. We can note that the Forwarding Information Base consists of a radix tree, each leaf representing a route (destination or source). As each DSR leaf represents a prefix delegated to a terminal site, it is impossible to have a destination route with the same value as a DSR. Indeed, a destination route to a subnet of the terminal site is necessarily more precise than its related DSR. So, there is no limitation to use the same tree.
To keep Default Source Routes consistent when they are inserted in the FIB, we modified the metric back to a normal value (between 1 and 15), subtracting the constant value 224 added in the RIPng process. So, we have a unique routing tree, with destination routes and DSRs that we can identify with the RTPROT_SOURCE flag. And we can use already existing kernel routines (add, update next hop, lifetime, interface, and so on) to update FIB with DSR entries.
The main modification in the router kernel code is the route lookup mechanism. More precisely, how the kernel look for and find the FIB entry for a packet. When a packet arrives, the kernel looks in the routing tree to find an entry matching the destination address of the packet, using the fib6_lookup_1 function. If there is no matching entry, the root of the tree is returned, corresponding to the default route. It is important to note that our implementation does not suppress the default route from the FIB tree, but it is not used. When the default route is the only element of the tree matching the destination address of the packet, we add another lookup function called fib6_lookup_2. That function makes another lookup in the tree to find an element matching the source address of the received packet. When there is a match, the function checks for the RTPROT_SOURCE flag. If it is not set, the function checks the parent element of the matching entry to find the RTPROT_SOURCE flag. The process goes on until a Default Source Route element is found, then the router forward the packet to the associated next hop. If the fib6_lookup_2 function returns the root element of the routing tree, it means that the source prefix used in the source address of the packet is not known by the SDSA mechanism. So, the packet is considered as a trial of address spoofing and is discarded by the router (that functionnality has not been implemented yet).
The last modification to the kernel concerns the activation/deactivation of the SDSA mechanism on the router. We appended a new flag called accept_dsr in /proc/sys/net/ipv6/conf/<interface>/ directories. Set that flag to 1 makes the router to use the SDSA mechanism; set to 0, it deactivates the mechanism. This is particularly usefull to highlight differences between routing process with and without SDSA on our testbed.
VII. CONCLUSION
Our proposal resolves in a simple way the ingress filtering issue in IPv6 multihomed networks with minimal changes in current behaviour of networks. Precisely, we demonstrate that it is not necessary to overload routing tables of site routers with different external routes because of the source address routing behaviour of our proposal. Only a unique default route per ISP is needed to lead a packet from its source to the site exit router. Moreover the progressive deployment capabilities of SDSA give immediate benefits to first adopters (e.g. no ingress filtering issue, no bottleneck), even if the deployment is partial.
Our platform allows to verify the correctness of the SDSA proposal to solve ingress filtering issue. Future work is intended to define and measure metrics on our platform to compare SDSA routing mechanism and legacy routing protocols performance. It would also be of interest to focus on cases where the packet delivery failed, presented in Table I . Moreover we aim to study the combination of our proposal with other solutions for providing an answer to different multihoming issues. In this perspective, the combination of SDSA with SHIM6 [15] or SCTP [16] , creating connection context and allowing session survivability, are envisioned.
Furthermore, multihoming and mobility capabilities present very interesting common points, a study of the SDSA behavior in a mobile environment could be an interesting way to explore.
